Guild Of Music Supervisors Health & Safety Recommended Protocols and Guidelines
Guild of Music Supervisors recommended protocols below are intended to supplement
already-established return to work guidelines as published by multiple entertainment industry unions
and advocacy groups. Unfortunately, Music Supervisors have been noticeably absent from the
protocols released to date. Thusly, our aim is to use these existing guidelines as the foundation of our
platform and to highlight areas where Music Supervisors should be afforded consideration.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
We are in agreement that the health and safety of the general public, crew and production staff are of
the highest priority. And we feel that the totality of the existing guidelines and recommendations
provide a satisfactory roadmap to achieving a safe return to work. So to that end, we are happy to
align with the published Covid-19 safety guidelines in the SAFE WAY FORWARD document from our
colleagues at IATSE, SAG-AFTRA, Directors Guild of America and Teamsters as well as other
documents from various unions and the industry-wide ‘White Paper.’
Please note that the points below are specific to the film and television industries. But we strongly
advocate for the spirit of these guidelines to be applied to other industries where our members are
employed: commercials, video games, the recording industry and the music industry as a whole.
The points below may also apply to some of our frequent collaborators who are similarly
underrepresented in existing protocols: Executive Music Producers, Composers, Songwriters,
Choreographers and Vocal Coaches (to name a few). And while we cannot speak on their behalf, we
highly recommend their inclusion in any productions’ safety plans where applicable.
MUSIC SUPERVISOR-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
As stated above, our goal is to highlight specific environments and situations where Music Supervisors
are customarily present but are not considered in the existing guidelines, and to recommend inclusion
in any production’s safety protocols.
The appropriate parties on a production, including Music Supervisor, shall determine if Supervisor is
an essential participant in the situations below. If Supervisor is deemed essential we ask they be
afforded the same safety considerations as would any persons included in published guidelines and/or
represented by the established unions.
1. PRE-PRODUCTION

* Music Supervisors should be included in production safety guidelines for the following

Pre-Production situations - * Any applicable production meetings including crew and HOD meetings, story pitches, notes
meetings and animatic and storyboard reviews.
* Rehearsals and table-reads
* Location scouts, walk-throughs and on-location rehearsals for music-related scenes (including
transportation to and from said locations)

* Camera tests for music scenes
* Plus any additional situation as requested by Director, Producers or studio/network
* Music Supervisor shall also be point-person for all pre-record sessions. Supervisor,

contractors and studio/network shall generate approved list of attendees. Sessions shall only
take place at recording studios that have met any local re-opening safety guidelines. Outside
guests should be forbidden unless approved by all parties.
* Similarly, the production should look to the Music Supervisor for direction and guidance on any
pre-record playbacks and source cue reviews.
2. PRODUCTION

* General guidelines for Music Supervisors during Production include the following - * Safe transportation to-and-from set.
* Carefully considered call and wrap times based on music scenes and shoot schedule for the

day. Whenever possible, Supervisor should not be required to wait unnecessarily on set during
non-music scenes. This benefits the health and safety of all crew by keeping the number of
persons on set to a minimum.
* Supervisor should be provided individual PPE for any on-set days.
* Music Supervisor should have access to production trailers as needed and pre-approved by
production.
* Supervisor should be provided individual ‘ComTac’ headset designated to Supervisor only (not
shared). Headset should be cleaned at end of every shoot day.
* Whenever possible, Supervisor should be stationed on set near Sound Mixer and Playback
Operator and provided own sanitized seating (not shared).
* Music Supervisor will also be expected to work closely with any on-camera musicians, singers
and their respective contractors. Supervisor will consult with contractors and 2nd AD to
ensure AFM/SAG safety regulations are also followed.
* Supervisor should also have access to cast members as needed for music shoot days or
music-related discussions. If this is not possible due to other safety measures, Supervisor
should have a pre-designated point-person on crew who can facilitate communication (such as
an AD).
* Music Supervisor should have access to Director and Producer video village for music scenes.
* Supervisor should be granted access as needed to Director, Showrunner(s), Producer(s), ADs,
Choreographer, Cinematographers, Script Supervisor, Screenwriters and studio executives.
* Supervisor should be permitted to attend on-set rehearsals and Director’s rehearsals for music
scenes.
* Strict safety protocols should be followed if production requires Supervisor to travel and be
housed on location. Air travel and housing recommendations would be the same as any other
relocated production talent.
* While it may go without saying, we want to affirm that Supervisor should be included in all
general safety precautions and guidelines for any shoot day, including staggered break times,
individual food service and overall social-distancing measures.

3. POST-PRODUCTION

* General guidelines for Music Supervisors during Post-Production include the following - * Supervisor will need frequent in-person access to Music Editors, Post Production Supervisor,
Showrunner(s), Executive Producer(s), Editorial team and Director.

* Whenever possible, Supervisor should have their own designated (not shared) work station at

post facility.
* It should be assumed Music Supervisor will be present at all spotting sessions as well as any
score/song cue playbacks, mix reviews and music predubs.
* Supervisor should also be included in appropriate editorial reviews, screenings and notes
meetings. To be coordinated with Post Production Supervisor and Editorial team.
* Music Supervisor shall be point-person for scoring sessions and final recordings. Supervisor,
musician contractor and studio/network shall generate approved list of attendees and ensure
that sessions only take place at recording studios that have met any local re-opening safety
guidelines. Outside guests should be forbidden unless approved by all parties.
* Supervisor should also be granted access to mix/dub stages and be present at any playbacks
and notes discussions.
* Under the studio or network’s jurisdiction, Music Supervisor may also be present at marketing
meetings, soundtrack album meetings, trailer discussions and test screenings.
The above protocols should provide a solid roadmap to successful and safe inclusion of Music
Supervisors in any stage of production. However we do understand that situations may arise which
allow for a very limited number of persons to be physically present. Should the Supervisor fall outside
of the permitted head count, we recommend an alternative protocol of a live feed to Supervisor’s
home/office and a designated point-person to relay notes and feedback.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

